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Abstract- Main process of grid computing is Resources allocation and job scheduling. It aggregates heterogeneous
resources distributed across Internet, regardless of differences between resources such as platform, hardware, software,
architecture, language, and geographical location. Grid resource state monitoring cares about the running state,
distribution, load, and malfunction of resources in a grid system by means of monitoring strategies. Grid resource state
prediction focuses on the variation trend and running track of resources in a grid system by means of modeling and
analyzing historical monitoring data. A computing grid is a complex distributed system. Embedded with the grid, its
resource monitoring and prediction system is also a distributed system that dynamically processes grid resource state
information. Then, we present our overall system architecture design that seamlessly integrates various cooperating
components to achieve high performance. The monitoring techniques employed by such projects are partly compatible to
the grid environment and, thus, fit for achieving grid resource monitoring.
Keywords: Grid resource, monitoring and prediction, Performance prediction and measurement, particle swarm
optimization

I. INTRODUCTION
The grid can be thought of as a distributed system with non-interactive workloads that involve a large
number of files What distinguishes grid computing from conventional high performance computing systems such as
cluster computing is that grids tend to be more loosely coupled, heterogeneous, and geographically dispersed.
There are mainly two mechanisms for acquiring information of grid resources: grid resource monitoring
and grid resource prediction[1]. Grid resource monitoring is a basic function in most of computing systems. Along
with grid development, monitoring tools have been evolving to support grid monitoring, such as those developed in
the PAPI project[2], Iperf project[3], Hawkeye project[4], and Ganglia project[5]. In addition that some projects
have designed a distributed monitoring module of their own, such as Grid monitoring architecture project[6] and
Autopilot project[7]. Grid resource state monitoring cares about the running state, distribution, load, and
malfunction of resources in a grid system by means of monitoring strategies. Grid resource state prediction focuses
on the variation trend and running track of resources in a grid system by means of modeling and analyzing historical
monitoring data. Historical information generated by monitoring and future variation generated by prediction are
combined together to feed a grid system for analyzing performance, eliminating bottleneck, diagnosing fault, and
maintaining dynamic load balancing, thus, to help grid users obtain desired computing results by Hybrid Algorithm,
system resources in terms of minimized cost, maximized performance, or trade-offs between cost and performance.
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To reduce overhead, the goal of designing a grid resource monitoring and prediction system is to achieve seamless
fusion between grid technologies and efficient resource monitoring and prediction strategies. Resource state
prediction is inevitable to fill this gap. Typical previous prediction systems, such as NWS[8] and RPS[9], can
provide both monitoring and prediction functions.
II EXPERIMENTAL WORK
2.1. Monitoring Infrastructure:
Our grid monitoring infrastructure includes three basic components: sensors, actuators, and an event
service. Fig1 depicts a typical monitoring scenario built on these basic components. These components are typically
located on multiple hosts that interact with one another through the event service as shown in the figure. Further
description of three basic components follows.
Sensors: A sensor can measure the characteristics of a target system resource. A sensor typically executes one of
Unix utilities, such as df, ps, ping, vmstat, or netstat, and extracts sensor-specific measurements. These
measurements are represented as values of sensor-specific attributes. In addition to these external sensors, we also
provide internal sensors that can collect resource usage information from within the calling process.
Actuators: An actuator is invoked in a similar fashion to a sensor except that it uses.

Fig 1: A prototype implementation of a monitoring system

2.2. Task scheduling:
The task scheduler is responsible for finding an appropriate machine set for an application. It is supported by the
task allocator and the application-level predictor. The task scheduler supports different scheduling algorithms for
different application requirements. Algorithm1 gives the scheduling algorithm for a single sequential task. Based on
the estimate of the expectation and variance of the application completion time, the algorithm finds the best machine
for a task. Algorithm 2 shows the scheduling algorithm for a single parallel application with a given degree of
parallelism (under our assumption of one subtask for one machine, the degree of parallelism equals the number of
machines or subtasks used for the parallel processing). Let q denote the number of available machine and p denote
the application’s subtask number. We need to go through C pq possible machine sets to get an optimal task
scheduling decision. We also develop optimal parallel processing where the application can be partitioned arbitrarily
into any number of subtasks. To achieve an optimal scheduling plan, we have to search 2q possible degree of
parallelisms and machine combinations. The cost is quite high when the machine set is large. A heuristic taskscheduling algorithm, as shown in Algorithm3, is proposed to find a near optimal solution with a reasonable cost. It
includes two basic steps. The first step of this algorithm is to sort each lightly loaded machine according to (1 −
_k)_k. Since _k is the machine utilization, (1 − _k) means how much percent of the machine’s CPU resource is
available for a remote task. _k is the machine’s computing power. So the production of (1 − _k) and _k stands for the
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amount of the machine’s computing power available to the remote task. A higher value (1 − _k)_k of a machine
indicates this machine has more available computing power for an application and thus should be considered first.
The second step of this algorithm is to use the bi-section search to find the local optimal based on the ordering. In
Algorithm3, w is the application work demand, - µˈ is the average of local jobs’ work demands.
Algorithm1: Sequential task scheduling algorithm
Begin
List a set of idle machines that are lightly loaded over an observed time period:
M={m1,m2,m3…..mq};
P1=1;
For each machine mk(1≤k≤q)
(From this to calculate the mean and coefficient of variation
of the remote task execution time)
if E(Tp’)(1+Coe(Tp’))> E(Tk)(1+Coe(Tk)), then p1=k;
End For
assign task to the machine mp’;
End
This algorithm used to scheduling a sequential task on a set of machines.
Algorithm2: Parallel task scheduling algorithm with a given number of subtasks
Begin
List a set of idle machines that are lightly loaded over an observed time period, M={m1,m2,m3…..mq};
List all the possible sets of machines, S={S1,S2,S3,…..SZ},Si M and |Si|=p;
pˈ=1;
for each machine set Sk(1≤k≤z)

From this to partition subtasks to machine in S;

From this to calculate the mean and coefficient of variation of the remote task completion time, E(Tsk)(1+Coe(Tsk)),
approximating Pr(U(Sk)≤u|Sk>0) with the Gamma distribution;
If E(Tspˈ)(1+Coe(Tspˈ)) > E(Tk)(1+Coe(Tk)), then p1=k;
End for
Assign the parallel task to the machine set Spˈ;
End
Algorithm3: Heuristic task scheduling algorithm
Begin
List a set of idle machines that are lightly loaded over an observed time period, M={m1,m2,m3…..mq};
Sort the list of idle machines in a decreasing order with (1-pk)τk, Mˈ={c1,c2,……cq};
A=1,b=min{|Mˈ|,(w/(4*l/µˈ)};
Repeat
c=∟(a+b)/2˩
if f(a)=min{f(a),f(b),f(c)} then
b=c;
else if f(b)=min{ f(a),f(b),f(c)} then
a=c;
else if f(c) < f(c+1) then
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b=c;
else
a=c;
until a+1=b;
if f(a) < f(b) then
assign parallel task to the machine set C(a);
else
assign parallel task to the machine set C(b);
end
2.3. Prediction Node:
Load dataset is the process that is used for loading the data sets to the database. Load data set process needs
process of information node system. In the prediction request process, Prediction service sends subtasks to
evaluation services for feedback, and then fixes the model with best performance out of comparison on evaluation
results. If an evaluation service is time out, prediction service will redirect the subtask to another one.
Prediction service and evaluation service are deployed on each prediction node. Corresponding to a
prediction request customized by grid user, one prediction service takes charge of the whole prediction procedure
and manages resource prediction models, and then all the evaluation services work as prediction service’s assistants
for evaluating accuracy and efficiency of candidate models. Node system process gets the information of
Remote IP - given by another system remote IP
Main Server IP – given by another system info node server IP
Port - system common port number
Resource Computing - used as an sensor to connect various system
Local view - system training data set and provide prediction dataset
Global view – global view is monitor on info node.
Prediction Node – scheduling given by another system and also provide size of the files, and packets.
III. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

Fig 2 Grid Monitoring and Scheduling the Job

To reduce overhead, the goal of designing a grid prediction system
is to achieve seamless fusion
between grid technologies and efficient resource monitoring and prediction strategies.
In order to ensure the responsiveness and robustness of the prediction subsystem, a symmetrical star like
structure is adopted. Prediction service and evaluation service are deployed on each prediction node. Prediction
provides the final result of “which resource the done, what router involves, file size, Router details, CPU utilization
and system activate or not”.
MONITORING SUB SYSTEM:
Resource monitoring is a basic function in most of computing systems along with grid development;
monitoring tools have been evolving to support grid computing. Monitoring service is deployed on each computing
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resource node. It manages resource sensors and generates resource monitoring data. Following monitoring request
customized by grid user, monitoring service enables or disables certain resource sensor dynamically as shown Fig
2.
TASK SCHEDULING:
A reasonable scheduling algorithm must be adopted in order to get the minimum completion time.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create job
Create task
Calculating time of each task
Create shortest job first queue
Sending jobs to FIFO queue
Then to round robin
Job schedule
Execution of jobs an worker
Result in work space

INFORMATION SERVICE:
Information service is the process to collect the information from the various
systems.
It takes the information from monitoring subsystem, prediction system. Monitoring subsystem provides
the details of work done, bandwidth, file size, CPU utilization, Time, CPU usage rate, User detail, User entry time,
User exit time and receiving time.
EVALUATION:
Evaluation is the process to evaluate the given inputs of the projects. The given inputs are Grid user details,
Scheduling, machine details, Grid let details, Routers, resources, user router link and resource router link. These
inputs are sending to the evaluation process. Here it performs the process of scheduling and resource allocation
process.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
Algorithm 4: Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm
1: Initialize a population array of particles with random positions and velocities on D dimensions in the search
space.
2: loop
3: For each particle, evaluate the desired optimization fitness function in D variables.
4: Compare particle’s fitness evaluation with its pbesti. If current value is better than pbesti, then set pbesti equal to
the current value, and _ pi equal to the current location _xi in D-dimensional space.
5: Identify the particle in the neighborhood with the best success so far, and assign its index to the variable g.
6: Change the velocity and position of the particle according to the following equation
(See notes below):
_
_vi ← _vi + _ U(0,φ1)⊗( _ pi − _xi )+ _ U(0,φ2)⊗( _ pg − _xi ), _xi ← _xi + _vi .
(1)
7: If a criterion is met (usually a sufficiently good fitness or a maximum number of iterations), exit loop.
8: end loop
Notes:
U (0, φi) represents a vector of random numbers uniformly distributed in [0, φi] which is randomly generated at
each iteration and for each particle.
– ⊗ is component-wise multiplication.
– In the original version of PSO, each component of _vi is kept within the range
[−Vmax,+Vmax]
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Fig 3 Frame of the hybrid PSO algorithm

The basic PSO algorithm 4 can be described in vector notation as follows:
_vk+1 = _a ⊗ _vk + _b1 ⊗ _r1 ⊗ (_p1 − _xk)
+ _b2 ⊗ _r2 ⊗ (_ p2 − _xk)
(1)
_xk+1 = _c⊗ _xk + _ d ⊗ _vk+1
(2)
The symbol ⊗ denotes element-by-element vector multiplication. At iteration k, the velocity _vk is updated based
on its current value affected by a momentum factor (_a) and on a term which attracts the particle towards previously
found best positions: its own previous best position ( _ p1) and globally best position in the whole swarm ( _ p2).
The strength of attraction is given by the coefficients _b1 and _b2. The particle position _xk is updated using its
current value and the newly computed velocity _vk+1, affected by coefficients _c and _ d, respectively. It is shown
later that _c and _ d can be set to unity without loss of generality. Randomness useful for good state space
exploration is introduced via the vectors of random numbers _r1 and _r2. They are usually selected as uniform
random numbers in the range [0, 1]: _r1, _r2 ∈ Uniform [0, 1].
Algorithm 5: Parallel Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization (PH-PSO): The key issues in machine learningbased prediction, and justify our decisions by comparative studies through extensive simulations. We define
combined criteria for fitness evaluation, and propose a Parallel Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm for
the resource prediction subsystem. PH-PSO takes both hyper parameter selection and feature selection under
consideration and, thus, is expected to enhance the accuracy and efficiency of the subsystem. The algorithm is
initialized with a population of random particles and searches a multidimensional solution space for optima by
updating particle generations. Each particle moves based on the direction of local best solution discovered by itself
and global best solution discovered by the swarm (Fig 3).
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS:
Simulation Result: In the simulation, the parameter is used to set Java heap memory usage to 300 MB.

FINALY RUNNING
JOB SIMULATION

Fig4 Monitoring the Job
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RUN PREDITION
TEST

Fig5 Predition test for Band width ,file size,cpu utlilization ,and cost output

OVER ALL
INFORMATION RESULT

Fig6 Over All Information Result

Fig7 Validation
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Fig8 Evaluation

Fig9 Monitoring and Prediction of Grid Task

Table 1: Average simulation results data for the entire Provinces per Grid let using FIFO and SCFQ scheduling algorithm

Table 2:

Average processing time for the entire provinces and Grid let’s using FIFO and SCFQ scheduling algorithm

Analysis: In Scenario 1 with FIFO algorithm, it appears that processing time is large enough, i.e., 183.03943
simulation seconds. This processing time is 0.09% lower compared to the processing time of Scenario 2 using the
same algorithm, i.e., 183.20544 simulation seconds. This happened because the load distribution was not done
evenly. The large number of users and resources, i.e., 238 users (24.84% of total users) and 10 resources (32.26% of
total resources) in Sumatra Leaf Router and 505 users (52.71% of total users) and 6 resources (19.35% of total
resources) in Java Router Leaf make data traffic loads in those areas become very large. This also happened to other
routers in the western region, such as WestInd Core Router, In Scenario 1 with SCFQ algorithm, it appears that the
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processing time is 180.30313 simulation seconds or 1.49% lower compared to the processing time when using FIFO
algorithm. This processing time is the lowest processing time,

VI CONCLUSION:
We planned a resource monitoring and prediction system that effortlessly merges grid technologies,
resource monitoring, and machine learning-based resource state prediction. This architecture consists of a set of
distributed services to achieve all required resource monitoring, data gathering, and resource state prediction
functions. We defined a universal procedure for modeling and optimization of resource state prediction. And
constructing a prediction model of multi-step-ahead, ANNs and SVRs were compared concerning both efficiency
and accuracy criteria.
Comparative simulations indicate that Epsilon- Support Vector Regression and Nu-Support Vector Regression
achieve better performance than Back Propagation Neural Network, Radial Basis Function Neural Network, and
Generalized Regression Neural Network. For the expectation of achieving higher performance, we use Hybrid
Algorithm for prediction models’ hyper parameter selection. Comparative simulations indicate that the Hybrid
algorithm achieves lower error and costs less optimizing time than other approach.
In the prototype system, we implemented a series of sensors that cover most of resource measures. Overhead
evaluation shows that the monitoring subsystem does not bring obvious influence on computing nodes. A Hybrid
Algorithm was proposed which combines discrete PSO and continuous PSO, for the purpose of combinational
optimization of prediction model. Evaluation results indicate that the combinational model of PH-PSO and NSVR
meets the accuracy and efficiency demand of an online system.
FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
Managing and scheduling in the heterogeneous system. Scheduling process to overcome this problem. We use
the resource allocation process for allocating the resources for the users. This process reduces the delay of time.
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Because our process based on the time oriented scheduling. We present a new optimization approach (Hybrid
Algorithm), and show its effectiveness, prototype system.
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